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“REGIONS OF JAPAN” ‒ Who we are

The “REGIONS OF JAPAN” booth is organized by Screen Authority Sapporo (SAS) ; 
the official film commission to Sapporo City, Hokkaido.

We are a showcase from which you can discover the charms from various regions 
of Japan. 
Each region has its own distinctive history, lifestyle and cuisine.

We bring together 18 companies from 6 regions; Sapporo, Niigata, Kyoto, 
Fukuoka, Saga and Okinawa.

The special feature of our booth is the diversity of regions and the cooperative 
work between public and private sectors.

Not only will you find TV programs, films and animations, but you will also meet 
future co-productions partners and gateways to local governing bodies.
You are always welcome to the film commissions for local assistance. 
Be the next project to evolve from our booth.

We hope to bridge you and each region to contribute to local promotion 
and help energizing the community.

This is our third constructive showcase at ATF. 
Our mission came from FILMART (Hong Kong) in 2014 and will continue 
for the future markets to come.

We look forward to seeing you again at the next market.

Organizer to “REGIONS OF JAPAN”
Screen Authority Sapporo
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Sapporo, City of Films

Screen Authority Sapporo
Higashi-Sapporo 5-jo 1-chome 1-1, Shiroishi-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido 003-0005

+81-11-817-5711

http://www.screensapporo.jp/en/

Screen Authority Sapporo is the official film commission for the city of Sapporo.

The multi-lingual staff at Screen Authority Sapporo offers filming location such as rich natural 

environment, historical architecture, foods with a local character and so on.

We’ll provides detailed services for filming requests from overseas.

Subsidy for video production are also available.

Please feel free to contact us if you think about here as your potential location.
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This is a unique farmers’ show, introducing many agricultural produce and dishes in 

Hokkaido, Japan. As Hokkaido is the largest farming area in Japan, there are many 

kinds of farm products such as rice, melon, watermelon, asparagus, potato, wheat, 

etc.

The show is led by two personalities, Mr. Hiroyuki Morisaki, a famous actor and 

comedian, and Ms. Akogare Kanai, an anchor of HBC. In every episode, Morisaki and 

Kanai visit a farmer's field, taking a children or adult learners group. Sometimes they 

take special guests such as a famous chef. These people are treated as a "team," and 

the team share fun to learn the process of production, as well as experiencing the 

hard work of farming. Then the team discovers how farmers contribute to our quality 

of life. It also introduces the latest agricultural technology of Japan.

This program is a renewed edition of the previous program titled “Hokkaido 

Agricultural Paradise with Hiroyuki Morisaki, ” since 2008.  Including the previous 

title, episodes count more than 400. It is also broadcasted in Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

Thailand, and more.

Hokkaido, Agricultural Paradise, Next

Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

2016 - ON GOING

24 episodes × 29 min (401 episodes including previous titles) 

A travel comedy show starring three Japanese celebrities, led by HBC anchor. This 

spirited quartet travels to traditional tourist spots in the kingdom of tourism, 

Hokkaido, trying to identify “the charm of the well-worn.” They also probe for odd 

anecdotes about these sightseeing spots by interacting with shop owners and 

whoever happens to be there at the time.

These well-worn travel spots, which even the locals get a little tired of looking at, play 

as a host to many odd anecdotes that nobody knows. The hidden hobbies of shop 

owners, the little-known stories told by regulars, and secret ingredients used in 

popular dishes... Learning secrets like these greatly increase the appeal of these 

tourist spots. We will present the information necessary for viewers to visit these sites, 

while also making them laugh. This unique comedy travel show will not just make you 

want to go to the places; it will make people who have already been there want to go 

again!

Traveling Comedians, visiting well-worn tourist attractions in Hokkaido

2016 - ON GOING

8 episodes × 29 min 

Overseas travel show featuring one personality, from Hokkaido, as a reporter or an 

“explorer.”  In each series, the explorer visits a country in Asia with an assignment 

looking for something related to Hokkaido.  Each series are consisted with four to 

seven episodes.  Viewers will enjoy the explorer’s unexpected findings in destination 

countries, such as Hokkaido Ramen, Karate, used clothes from Hokkaido, students 

learned in Hokkaido, people who live there from Hokkaido, etc.  The program also 

shows famous tourist attractions in each country.  This must be interesting for foreign 

viewers to watch how countries in Asia are filmed by Japanese.  The series covered 13 

countries and regions, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Taiwan, Philippines, Hong Kong, 

Nepal, Vietnam, Korea, Cambodia, Indonesia, Macau, and Sri Lanka.  It is also 

broadcasted in Hong Kong, Thailand, and more

The Funny Journey, around Asia to look for Hokkaido

2014 - 2016

67 episodes × 29 min 

Var EduFood

Tra Var Food

Tra Var Food

City of Sapporo
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"Drone" equipped with 4K camera shows great beautiful land "Hokkaido" in 

Japan. This program has been recorded for a long period of time over the four 

seasons.

Hokkaido is located in the north area of Japan. Hokkaido has enough natural 

rich place.

"Shiretoko" has been certified as a World Heritage Site in 2005, and the coastline  

shows beauty of the unexplored region. Only domestic deers and brown bears 

are living in "Shiretoko". Beauty of winter sea ice is also exceptional.

In spring, you can look over 1,600 cherry blossom's trees in "Goryokaku Park". In 

summer, mysterious "Blue Pond" will attract you so much. Calcium reflects the 

blue light, and the scenary shakes your hearts. 

Downconverted HD(2K) version also available.

Colorful Hokkaido strolling in the sky (4K)

The Sapporo Television Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

2016

1 episodes × 48 min 

M/E tracks ready

Travelogue about all Japan. There are 47 prefectures in Japan. A lot of local TV 

stations in Japan collaborate to make this program. This program introduce you 

Japanese food, scenery, tradition, people and sightseeing. Good program for 

people who are interested in Japan and travel to Japan.

You know so many places to see around Japan. For example; Drifting ice in 

Hokkaido, bicycle trip to Mt. Fuji, legendary old Dogo hot spring in Ehime, 

unique Donburi cuisine in Aomori... Those episodes are basically focusing on 

one specific prefecture of Japan. Watching this program will make you feel like 

you've traveled to Japan for several times! Now aired in 21countries all over the 

world !

What's hot in Japan

2014 - 2016

145 episodes × 28min (ongoing)

M/E tracks ready

Brand new program, showing you various kinds of "Best threes of Japan".

This program is created by NNS (Nippon Television Network System).

For example, "Best 3 unique bus tour", "Best 3 yummy ramen" and "Best 3 hot 

spring".

This program will bring you latest information of Japan. Main navigator is Lady 

Beard, the symbol of Cool Japan. He wears Japanese impressive costume such 

as Ninja, Sailor suit, and Princess...

Discovering unfound jewels spread throughout Japan will certainly make you 

feel most joyous about Japan! 

Joyous Japan

2016

12 episodes × 28min (ongoing)

M/E tracks ready

Tra CluFood

Tra CluFood

Tra SceDoc
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Hello Earth Inc.

SAKI, a girl majoring in oil painting at art university, and 

SORA, a young man strolling through the campus 

holding a black umbrella even though it was a sunny day. 

One day, suddenly it started to rain heavily. SORA passed 

her his umbrella. This encounter made SAKI remember 

her childhood.　This is a short spring story of a girl’s 

self-discovery.

Sakura umbrella

2005

1 episodes × 17 min 

Chisa (7) loved staying the engawa (Japanese style 

sunny veranda) with her grandfather Keiichi (69) or 

father Shinya (32). When she became a second grader, 

her mother Miki (29) became pregnant. Since then, 

Shinya was in constant attendance on Miki and they 

couldn’t look after Chisa. She felt lonely and refused 

Keiichi’s affection. As time goes by, Keiichi senesced. 

When Keiichi passed away, a new life was born in Chisa’s 

family. Chisa remembered Keiichi whom she loved, 

holding her new sister in her arms.

Engawa ‒Sunny Veranda

2011

1 episodes × 11min

Online group dating is becoming popular. Today is his 

10th time logging on. There are 25 persons and he finally 

found a girl that’s his type while many other are pairing 

up into couples. The cool guy, the old dude, and otaku 

are his rival. Cool guy is gone and he think a “I’ve got this 

chance!” Love battle through the online are continuing.

25

2016

1 episodes × 2min

Dra

Dra

Other
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Welcome to the Snow Country - Niigata
Niigata is the setting for Nobel Prize winning author Yasunari Kawabata’s famed novel, “Snow Country”. 

With skiing and other snow activities, Niigata is certainly a fun place to be in the winter, but also known for 

its rich nature and for being the home of amazing rice and sake. With our mountains, ocean, and rivers, 

Niigata offers beautiful and diverse natural scenery not just in the winter, but in every season.

Niigata’s charm is found in the cities too. Being the old port city, Niigata welcomes the guests with warm 

hospitality and tasty local cuisine along with seafood, sake and of course, the best quality rice 

“Koshihikari”.

Niigata Prefecture
Shinko-cho 4-1, Chuo-ku, Niigata City 950-8570

+81-25-280-5968

http://www.niigata-kankou.or.jp/

02
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Niigata visual beauty is a video work which express 

tradition, landscape and festival of Niigata by video and 

sound.

For example, this video includes traditional culture of 

Niigata such as Bullfighting of  Yamakoshi,Nagaoka, 

Nagaoka festival,  Murakami Tsuisyu and Tung wardrobe 

of Kamo in only 2 minutes.

We highly recommend it because it is full of Niigata 

beauty!  

Niigata visual beauty

Niigata Sogo Television Co.,Ltd.

2016
20 episodes × 2min 

This year marks the 200th anniversary of the birth of the 

sculptor Uncho Ishikawa, who worked primarily in 

Niigata Prefecture from the end of the Edo period and 

through the Meiji period, leaving a huge legacy of 

beautiful wooden carvings and sculptures, and 

influencing many artists who came after him. 

Commemorative Birth 200 years
 "Uncho Ishikawa" Visiting Japanese Michelangelo

2014
1 episodes × 30min

Niigata is well known in Japan as a Winter Paradise and 

every year the opening of the ski slopes is eagerly 

awaited. But there’s more than just skiing in the resorts 

and the nearby towns.

Winter Wonderland Ski Niigata

2014
1 episodes × 30min

Clu SceDoc

Tra

Doc
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There are many tasty treats and souvenirs at the rest stops along 

Niigata’s highways.

The host of this program feasts her way through several of them. In 

fact, it’s said that

reporter Aoi Morohashi has no equal when it comes to eating.

She starts by driving down the Kan‐Etsu Expressway, which 

connects Tokyo and Niigata.

Have a feast of Niigata! 

Television Niigata Network Co., Ltd.

2013 - 2016

4 episodes × 55min 

"In this program, two of TeNY TV's female announcers from Niigata 

head out to compete in a search for delicious ramen all around 

Japan!

Two Ramen Girls will race around the nation in search of delicious 

ramen. 

The setting will be two areas, Kyushu and Kanto. The time limit is 36 

hours. Which announcer can eat more ramen within the time limit?

What's more, it will be a grueling journey where, at each stop, the 

two will be given missions and cannot move on until they have 

accomplished them.

A heaping helping of Japan's great and famous ramen places will 

appear! 

Ramen Race

2016

1 episodes × 30min

Tsubame in Niigata prefecture is a city of metal craft and craftsmen 

that have thrived through prosperity and tumultuous times.

Its more than 120 vibrant paint-like colors shocked the world!

This is the charm of the Titanium Tumbler, a product Japan should be 

proud of.

"Light, strong, and rust-proof!"

Titanium, despite having roughly the same strength as steel and a 

number of advantages over it, was long thought to be incredibly 

difficult to work because it does not bend or grind down easily.This 

is a documentary about the solitary passion of a single craftsman 

who who fell in love with titanium.

The Spirit of Craftsman  Episode2

2015

2 episodes × 30min

Tra

Tra

Doc
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The Katakai Festival dates back some 400 years to the 

Edo era. This festival is famous for its 15,000 fireworks 

display, and its “4 shaku-dama”, these are the world’s 

largest fireworks and are truly a sight to behold. “4 

shaku-dama” have also been recorded in the Guinness 

Book of World Records.

These fireworks, considered offerings, are produced to 

celebrate various occasions such as weddings, 

anniversaries, Kanreki (60th birthday)  and the arrival of 

a new child, to name a few.

Fantastic Fireworks

Niigata Television Network 21,Inc

2013

1 episodes × 27min 

This program will introduce you to the artisans who 

create new products while keeping with the traditional 

methods of old.

For example, Kumiko Wood Work produces incredible 

household furnishings highlighting traditional patterns. 

These designs require work at an intricate level 

producing superior results. 

Made In Niigata

2013 - 2014

2 episodes × 25min

Mr. Takashi Amano is the founder of Nature Aquarium. In 

2013, he was offered the chance to create the world’s 

largest nature aquarium being forty meters in length, at 

the Lisbon Oceanarium. The goal of this project is to 

portray the Earths natural beauty, which is believed to be 

diminishing by the day. The aquatic plants used are 

directly sourced from within Japan’s natural 

surroundings. Amano’s attention to detail is simply 

inspiring. After the hectic week of construction was 

completed, his life story was finally reflected in this 

incredible aquarium.

Amano～ Forests Underwater～

2015

1 episodes × 48min

Doc

Doc

Doc
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03
‘OMOTENASHI’ 
 is a word for 
 KYOTO.
Kyoto is the long and rich historical city for more than a 

thousand of years with surrounded by scenery and 

nature including the World Heritage and the National 

Treasures and sophisticated culinary culture and 

traditions. 

Kyoto people proudly present the guests by their way of 

Japanese hospitality, Omotenashi as well as known ‘Kyo 

Kaiseki’ (Washoku) and ‘Geiko & Maiko’ (Kagai). 

Recently, the ‘City of Kyoto Visitors Host’ and ‘Foreign 

Friendly Taxi’ assist for the foreign visitors while their 

travelling in Kyoto. 

Kyoto is a must-visit destination in Japan and we hope all 

visitors to enjoy with the Japanese "OMOTENASHI".

Kyoto Media Support Center
427 Ebisu-cho Kawaramachi-Sanjo, Kyoto 604-8005

+81-75-229-6601

http://kanko.city.kyoto.lg.jp/support/en/

City of Kyoto



Fukunae is a popular Maiko Entertainer in one of five entertainment quarters in 

Kyoto. Being a Maiko Entertainer doesn’t mean that she knows Kyoto well, 

however. Since Kyoto has 1200 years of history and tradition, and there are so 

many crafts, foods, and traditions that you can find only in Kyoto of which Kyoto 

people are rightfully proud. In this program, viewers will accompany Maiko 

Fukunae as she learns more and more about this fascinating city.

Secret Kyoto

Kyoto Broadcasting System Co., Ltd.

2015 - 2016

50 episodes × 13min

M/E tracks ready & English subtitle available 

Japanese Cuisine has been designated as an intangible cultural heritage by 

UNESCO, and today is admired around the world. When talking about Japanese 

cuisine, one must also consider so many other aspects ‒ traditions, the role of the 

seasons, ingredients, annual events and festivals, serving dishes, setting, and 

situations. True Japanese cuisine is based on all these aspects.

Kyoto is said to be the origin of the traditional Japanese cuisine. There are so many 

restaurants that serve Japanese cuisine in Kyoto. In this program, the best chefs 

from various traditional Japanese restaurants introduce their special techniques in 

cooking and reveal the important role of age-old Japanese hospitality 

‒OMOTENASHI.

Japanese Cuisine

2014

52 episodes × 13min  /  12 episodes × 52min

M/E tracks ready & English script available

Kyoto, with its proud history of 1200 years, is home to an amazing collection of 

national treasures and important cultural assets, some of which have been 

designated as world cultural heritage treasures. By heritage, we are not referring 

to the past, but to the future generations who will cherish them as past 

generations have done.

In this program, we will introduce not only national treasures and important 

cultural assets, but also some unknown stories connected to these treasures. We 

will invite experts to join us as navigators for the show, and they will relate stories 

about the treasures from their own knowledge and points of view. 

National Treasure

2013 - 2017

90 episodes × 52min

M/E tracks ready & English script available

Var

Food

Other
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Kyoto's allure lies not only in its shrines and temples or the 

elegance of the city. For more than a millennium since the year 

794, Kyoto flourished as the capital, leading the way in the arts, 

architecture and commerce. The essence of Japanese culture was 

born in Kyoto, and has been refined and passed down to modern 

times. "MADE IN KYOTO" introduces artistry at its best

- from traditional weaving and cuisine to state-of-the-art robotics - 

created and nurtured by the masters of Kyoto who know true 

quality.

MADE IN KYOTO 

Mainichi Broadcasting System, Inc.

2014 - 2016

20 episodes × 30min 

Live-action drama of the hugely popular comic, “PRISON SCHOOL” which won the 

37th Kodansha Comics Award.

The drama “PRISON SCHOOL” is set in a draconian boarding-style girl’s

academy-turned-coed. It centers around five boys including Kiyoshi the main 

character who, for the infraction of trying to peek into the girls’

bath, are caught by the “Secret Student Council” headed by three girls, and are 

locked up in a prison on the school grounds. With their youth at stake, the boys set 

out to free themselves. This drama is often silly with the boyish appeal of 

adolescence and is sure to have you in stitches, but it will also touch your heart.

PRISON SCHOOL

2015

9 episodes × 30min

Megumi Kanbayashi has been a freelance writer for five years. As a

just-turned-30 single woman, she is beginning to feel the pangs of 

marriage anxiety. One day, Megumi’s editor brings her an idea for 

a series to be offered on the internet. It’s a novel premise - 

advertise for a single male looking for a relationship; then he picks 

a restaurant for a blind date during which “he woos her over a 

meal.” Megumi loves the idea of a free, delicious meal and seizes 

the opportunity. And so begins the search for candidates for 

“Wine, Dine and Woo Me” column series!

Wine, Dine and Woo Me

2015 - 2016

16 episodes × 30min

English subtitle version is available.

Dra

Dra

Doc
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The program "MAIKO IN LOVE WITH KYOTO" introduce the city 

of local Kyoto by two Maiko who inherited 300 years tradition 

of Kyoto Gion.

They report traditional temples and shrines, tourists attractions, 

trendy spots and shops, sweets, of course souvenirs!

We will introduce Kyoto in variety point of view : Tradition, 

Seasons, History and Trend.

Most of attraction in this program is two Maiko because we can 

see "They are a girl nowadays too."Of course they are very 

interested in new fashion, cosmetics or sweets.

When you see that, you will be able to feel Maiko is more close 

and familiar.

MAIKO IN LOVE WITH KYOTO

Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.

2010 ～

160 episodes × 28min

（incl. commercial breaks） 

"JAPAN IS COOL!" It's the theme. 

This program featuring Japanese "Tradition", "Innovation" and 

to be related to "Human", "Products" and "Service" !! 

Each time we pick up various titles that is born from Japanese 

originality.

"Cool manufacturing" ,"Stylish products to feel Japan" , "Service 

that produced a mind of Wabi-sabi(Japanese mind)" .

This program provide all people for wonderful titles to resonate 

in the heart!

JAPONICA TV

2015 ～

42 episodes × 28min

（incl. commercial breaks）

Tra

Doc Other
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Compact and livable city, Fukuoka
Fukuoka City, with a population of 1.53 

million, is surrounded by mountains and the 

ocean. Many urban functions are located 

within a 2.5 kilometer radius.

Fukuoka City is located in the west area of 

Japan, in the northern shore of the island of 

Kyushu. It is well-known as the gateways of 

Asian countries and has been developing as 

an international commercial city. There are 5 

local broad casting companies and 

resourceful production companies.

Fukuoka Film Commission
1-8-1 Tenjin Chuo-ku Fukuoka City 810-8620

+81-92-733-5171

http://www.fukuoka-film.com/index.html

City of Fukuoka



Akina (Umika Kawashima) and Takumi (Kodai Asaka) had been dating since high 

school.

After graduating from high school, Akina started working as a bus tour guide in 

Saga Prefecture, which was 1hour train ride away from her hometown. On the 

other hand, her boyfriend Takumi stayed in town, got a job in a factory.Being 

separated from each other, romance oriented Akina struggled not to miss her 

boyfriend Takumi so much.But one day, on their date, one Akina’s action made 

Takumi’s mind to end their relationship. Was Akina the only one who was madly 

in love?!Three years later, Akina was living changing job to jobs, not having a 

particular goal in her life.She still had a feeling for Takumi, and one day her 

friends announced her the shocking news about him.Takumi was dealing with a 

disability.Leaving everything behind, Akina goes to see him.Can she get close to 

Takumi’s deeply hurt, closed heart?The second chapter of their romance 

begins!

Love Stories from Fukuoka :Blind happiness

Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

2016

1 episodes × 50min

Clean,M/E Einglish Script

Award-winning independent anime creator Takashi Taniguchi’s latest animation, “Onara 

Goro”. 

“Onara Goro" is a fart, who generously tries to help problems of humans in a very unique 

ways that only a fart can.

Onara Goro and his fellows provide human eye-opening lessons(?) of everyday life.

Furthermore, Onara Goro and his Onara fellows not only try to help the problems of people, 

but to save the world.

ONARA GORO

2016 ～

13 episodes × 3min

Clean

“CHOJYUGIGA” (Animal caricature) is a Japanese ancient drawing in scroll and the National 

Treasure. It’s also known as the oldest “Manga” (Japanese cartoons).

It’s drawn with Indian ink painting called “Sumie”, and illustrates anthropomorphic rabbits, 

monkeys and frogs.

 Having similar concept, “SENGOKUCHOJYUGIGA” satirically depicts the Sengoku-era 

(medieval period) warlords as animals in “Sumie” style. 

The story follows historical events as well as casual everyday situations comically and 

cynically in modern language.

The show stars upcoming popular Japanese actors, idols, cosplayer, Kabuki actor and many 

more showbiz entertainers.

SENGOKUCHOJYUGIGA

2016 ～

26 episodes × 3min

Clean

Dra

Ani

Ani
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Cryptic graffiti, borrowed from a missing person poster, begin to appear all over 

town. A mysterious group of high school girls begins attacking men at random. 

After the disappearance of Haruko, these two series of incidents overlap. Why has 

Haruko disappeared?

Daigo Matsui

Yu Aoi, Mitsuki Takahata, Taiga, Shono Hayama, Huwie Ishizaki,

Ryo Kase, Akiko Kikuchi, Maho Yamada, Motoki Ochiai, Serina

Japanese girls never die

Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation

2016

1 episodes × 110min

Japanese with English subtitle

0-3 years old is said to be the time when children learn to discern 

language-specific sounds. 

Goomies "My First English Songs" has been designed as a first time 

exposure of English for babies and children. With popular nursery 

rhymes sung by native English speakers, and illustrations and 

music developed in art-rich France, each song features unique 

visuals and characters that are sure to keep children entertained, 

and are finished at a quality where both children and parents can 

enjoy them together.

Goomies

2016

30 episodes × 3min

English

Follow the growth of 10 idols from Fukuoka, as they try to gain 

nationwide popularity!

In 2014, 260 handsome men were scouted in Tenjin, a shopping 

district in Fukuoka City. Their acting prowess, singing ability, and 

other unique talents were put to the test as they tried to outdo 

each other and pass an audition to become one of ten chosen 

modern Cinderella boys, or 10-JIN Actors. The 10-JIN Actors’ goal is 

first and foremost to become entertainers who represent Fukuoka. 

Over the course of this season, the 10-JIN Actors engage in various 

challenges, in their aim to become true Asian stars of the future.

10-JIN ACTORS Season2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0

2015 ～

104 episodes × 25min

Japanese with English Subtitle

Director

Cast 

Var

Edu

Film
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A countryside of JAPAN
The SAGA Prefecture Film Commission offers the 

rich nature of SAGA, its wide open space and its 

historical buildings as a location for movies, TV, 

CM, PV, etc and helps ensure that filming 

proceeds smoothly. It is a nonprofit public 

organization whose purpose is to attract 

movies, TV, CM, PV and all genre to film on 

location and to provide support so that the 

actual filming runs smoothly.

SAGA Prefecture
1-1-59 Jonai, Saga-shi 840-8570

+81-952-25-7296

http://www.saga-fc.jp

Saga Prefecture



Hong Kong popular YouTuber (ginger lemon cola) and the 

Hong Kong residents of Japanese talent Izumi behavior 

visited the Saga Prefecture,Food and culture, in addition to 

the attractions, not listed in the guide book 

experience a deep spot of Saga,It has become a road movie 

by bicycle.

 Program is made with the inclusion of live action and 

animation,People of foreign countries has become a 

content such that want to travel by bicycle to Saga.

Wonderful Ride

69'ners FILM

5 episodes × 7min

Program to introduce the hidden sights and culture in Saga 

Prefecture Ureshino.

 Entering and Ureshino tea and hot springs, we are 

introduced, such as traditional crafts.

With Ureshino resident illustrator "Chie Chihiro"'s 

illustrations and doll, 

it has become the video to feel a variety of fun ways of 

Ureshino.

BANZAI URESHINO

8 episodes × 3min

Based in theater Shiema of Saga Prefecture, and i-Cable in 

Hong Kong, Tokyo of the production team,

Local creators and Azumaasobi SL series has been produced 

in collaboration with Saga.

So far there is no travel programs, to continue to place a 

realistic saga in a new cut,

What began with the thought that you want to form the 

interesting things on their own.

Mei King documents that followed the struggle appearance 

with the aim of the world from the provinces.

Wonderful Ride Making

1 episodes × 10min

Tra

Tra Dra

Doc
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Tropical Side of Japan
Okinawa Prefecture, which is located at the southernmost point of Japan, is one of the 

country's most popular resort areas. Okinawa's world-class beauty can be seen from its 

magnificent beaches and numerous diving spots.

Moreover, the Ryukyu Kingdom culture, which has been handed down since ancient 

times is treasured and preserved.

This culture developed independently with influences from the cultures of mainland 

Japan and China, and can only be found here in Okinawa.

Okinawa Prefectural Government /
Okinawa Convention & Visitors Bureau
1831-1 Oroku, Naha City, Okinawa 902-0152  +81-98-859-6162
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Contact List

Sapporo

Niigata

Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
ScNishi 5, Kita 1, Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060-8501
+81-11-232-5858
http://www.hbc.co.jp/info/english/atf/
mtanaka@hbc.co.jp, ey@hbc.co.jp, nambu@hbc.co.jp
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Mail

The Sapporo Television Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
Jiji Press Bld, 13F, 5-15-8, Ginza, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104-0061
+81-3-3543-6013
http://stv.jp/
contents@stv.co.jp

Hello Earth Inc.
1-25 GMS Bld.  South10 West14, Chuo Sapporo Hokkaido  064-0810
+81-11-206-6771
https://www.content-showcase.com/
oyama@hello-earth.jp　

Niigata Sogo Television Co.,Ltd.
Yachiyo2-3‐1, Chuo-ku, Niigata 950-8572
+81-25-249-8910
http://www.nsttv.com/
y-murayama@nst-tv.co.jp

Sapporo Niigata Kyoto

Fukuoka Saga Okinawa
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Television Niigata Network Co., Ltd.
Shinkocho1-11, Chuo-ku, Niigata 950-8555
+81-25-283-8106
http://www.teny.co.jp/
media@teny.co.jp

Niigata Television Network 21,Inc
6-2230-19, Shimo-okawamae-dori, Chuo-ku, Niigata 951-8521
+81-25-223-8602
http://uxtv.jp
komatsu@uxtv.co.jp

Kyoto

Fukuoka

Saga

Kyoto Broadcasting System Co., Ltd.
Karasuma-Kamichojamachi, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto 602-8588
+81-75-431-7373
http://www.kbs-kyoto.co.jp/
da-kurogi@mail-kbs.com

Mainichi Broadcasting System, Inc.
17-1 Chayamachi, Kita-ku, Osaka 530-8304
+81-6-6375-7504
www.mbs.jp/english
licensing@mbs.co.jp

Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.
Marunouchi Trust Tower North, 1-8-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-1005
+81-3-6765-8484
http://www.jcom.co.jp/
NakamuraKa@jupiter.jcom.co.jp

Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
1-1-1,Nagahama Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8571
+81-92-725-6085
http://www.kbc.co.jp/en/
content@kbc.co.jp

Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation
2-22-8 Kiyokawa, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8655
+81-92-532-1111
http://www.fbs.co.jp
a_tsutsui@fbs.co.jp

69'ners FILM
Matsubara 2-14-16, Saga  840-0831
+81-90-1349-6321
http://69ners.com/movie/
h_haga2002@ybb.ne.jp
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